
FuseAlloyOverview

FuseAlloy is a premium chromium carbide overlay plate manufactured by
using advanced fusion bondwelding technology to apply a highly abrasive

resistant chromium carbide on to a mild steel substrate.

Themanufacturing process produces a consistent chemistry and
microstructure with a smooth overlay deposit

The formation of the high chromium carbidemicrostructure leads to a
perfect combination of abrasion resistance andmoderate to high impact

properties

FuseAlloy has a hardness value of 60 - 64 HRc
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Fabrication

FuseAlloy chromium carbide overlay plate, supplied as:

 Pre-formed liners

 Pressed to shape

 Attachment with stud bolts

 Attachment with countersunk / counterbored inserts

 Fabricated as complete structure
enabling a continuous wear resistant
surface



Cutting

The hardface overlay on FuseAlloy contains a high percentage of
chromium and like stainless steel cannot be cut with an oxyfuel

flame

It is best to cut FuseAlloy from themild steel side.
This method eliminates carbide pick up on themild steel backing plate



Cutting

FuseAlloy can be cut using different methods

PlasmaArcCutting
Power source of 150amps or larger

The larger the power supply and higher
amperage allow for faster cutting speed

Abrasive SawCutting
A silicon carbide cutting wheel is recommended

CarbonArcCutting
Conventional constant current DCwelding power
supplies are recommended
An open circuit voltage of at least 60 volts is required



Attachment of FuseAlloy

Themost important factor to consider is the size of the fillet weld.
Maximum fillet size should be base metal thicknessminus 2mm

If the fillet weld is too large, the weld pool will pick up carbon from

the overlay making the weld brittle and causing weld cracking

Fillet or plug welding are themost commonways of attaching FuseAlloy

The most important factor to

consider is the size of the fillet

weld



Welding Procedures
Fillet - PlugWeld



Welding Procedures
Butt Joints



Welding Procedures
Corner Joints



Method of Joining FuseAlloy

The mild steel side of the FuseAlloy plate provides the structural
strength of the joint.
Prepare the edges on the mild steel with a bevel to ensure sufficient
penetration and an adequate landing.

JoiningMild Steel Backing Plate

The bevel depth is equal to

the backing plate thickness

minus 2mm

The joins need to be cleaned

to remove any foreign

material from the weld zone.



Method of Joining FuseAlloy

JoiningMild Steel Backing Plate

First / Root pass.
•The first or root pass must not melt through the dilution zone and into
the hard overlay layer as this can cause the hardfacing to contaminate the
weld metal, resulting in a weld that is hard, brittle and prone to cracking.
•It is recommended that an austenite stainless steel consumable (312 or
similar) is used as the root pass

For the fill passes use E70S MIG wire and use the
manufacturers recommended amperage range
for the chosen consumable
These recommendations are general guidelines
and any weld procedures or processes that are
normally used will work in welding the mild steel
backing plate together



Method of Joining FuseAlloy
JoiningChromiumCarbideOverlay

The hardfacing welds on the overlay are NOT structural and are
simply a sealing weld for the joins to limit any potential channel
wear.
For this reason it is not necessary to bevel the edges of the
overlay.

The hardfacing wire depositing a high
chromium carbide iron (Stoody 100 HC-O or
similar) is forced into the gaps between the
plates as a filler

Note: It is normal for the hardfacing weld to
crack when welding with the hardfacing wire.
This is not detrimental to the performance of
the overlay. Any attempt to repair these relief
cracks will only inducemore cracking
When all joins are completed they should be
ground flush



Methods of attaching FuseAlloy

Countersunk / Counterbored Inserts

Plasma cut a hole into the overlay plate to

match a pre-machined mild steel insert that is

the desired bolt size

The mild steel insert is welded from the

backing plate side of the FuseAlloy

and ground flat



Methods of attaching FuseAlloy

Countersunk / Counterbored Inserts



Methods of attaching FuseAlloy

Stud Bolts

Stud bolts can be easily attached to the backing

plate using any stud welding equipment (example

Nelson).

Prior to welding, area should be clean to enable

full weld penetration

Mild steel studs conform to ASTM A29 Grades 1010

through to 1020

Stainless steel studs conform to ASTM A276 or

A493 specifications



Methods of attaching FuseAlloy
Stud Bolt

Studs should be torque tested in accordance with manufacturers

recommendations

General guideline StudSize Torque

M16 110 Nm

M24 370 Nm



Machining

FuseAlloy is notmachinable by regular methods due to high carbide
content but machine or hand grindingmay be carried out by using a

hard grit, soft bond grinding disc and by applying considerable pressure



Forming

Hot forming can be performed at temperatures between
600 oC (1110 oF) - 675 oC (1250 oF) without effecting the
properties of the FuseAlloy

When using pinch or pyramid rollers, it is
recommended that the top roll is
protected with a sleeve to prevent damage
to the overlay or the rollers

Cold forming using plate rollers or brake press



MinimumBend Radii
Overlay to Inside

FuseAlloyThickness Minimum Bend Radii (mm)

Overlay to Inside

3 on 3 150

4 on 4 150

4 on 6 200

6 on 6 200

6 on 8 200

8 on 8 300

9 on 10 300

12 on 12 800



Forming of FuseAlloywith overlay on outside will cause
overlay to open which will require repair

MinimumBend Radii
Overlay toOutside

FuseAlloyThickness Minimum Bend Radii (mm)

Overlay toOutside

3 on 3 400

4 on 4 400

4 on 6 500

6 on 6 500

6 on 8 500

8 on 8 800

9 on 10 800

12 on 12 2000



Manual Polishing Procedure

Step 1) WireCup Brush is used to remove
any discolouration in the surface indents

Step 2) ZD38050 (or similar) zircon sanding disc gives initial polish

Step 3) FL38350 (or similar) flap
disc to obtain the required
surface polish



Surface ReliefCracks

After the fusion process the FuseAlloy is allowed to cool under controlled conditions.

The different rates of thermal expansion and therefore cooling rates between the
FuseAlloy overlay coating and themild steel backing plate causes the overlay to crack.

Due to our controlledmanufacturing process these cracks are kept to a minimum.

As the overlay has very little ductility it will obtain relief
cracks as it cools.These cracks stop at the fusion line
between the overlay and the backing plate.

Any surface cracks are generally quickly filled by fine
particles once in application



Surface ReliefCracks

Do not propagate into the backing plate

Do not affect the structural integrity

Do not affect the abrasion resistance

Do not affect fabrication or formability

Do not affect the anti-hang up or carry back benfits



RepairingHardfaceOverlay

The hardface overlay used in the manufacture of FuseAlloy

produces a high hardness surface that may be prone to damage

during fabrication.

Because the overlay surface of FuseAlloy is designed as a sacrificial

wear component, cracks and chips can generally be repaired without

compromising the integrity or wear performance of the FuseAlloy

Repairing the overlay surface is not always

necessary and if any queries arise these

can be referred to the sale team



Repairing HardfaceOverlay

NOTE:

It is normal for the hardface weld to crack when welding with a hardfacing
consumable.This is not detrimental to the liners structural integrity or its

wear performance.

Do not attempt to repair these cracks as it will only induce more cracking



Disclaimer:

Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this information, however FuseAlloy

International shall not be liable for any loss or damage caused or arising from the application

of such information.

Specifications subject to change without notice

Premium Quality

Smooth Chromium

Carbide Overlay Plate


